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All of the hamsters have their own unique personalities and annoying habits. They aren't really hamsters, theyre basically hamster robots which you have to direct the hamsters through a series of pre-programmed tasks to help save the day. Whenever Hammond's partner gets in trouble, Hammond goes into panic mode and so if you let Hammond do the heroing you too will be in trouble. Saving is done by locating the Hamster Master Keys and also by finding the Piece of Hamster Cake. The Cake is a precious commodity that opens special bonus levels which contain the signature Hamster Heroes weapon - the GIGA
Hamster, a bigger, faster, stronger version of the regular hamster. The levels are quite simple, you have 3 objectives, get your hamster orb in the hamsters star radius and get it to his reserve (reserve is the hamster's home base, the location where your hamsters goes after each level when they're not hamsters). A Hamster Hero can easily take out an army of enemies, but if your hamster's cooldown is too high, you better start saving them up. Each hamster has 4 possible actions per level, once you pick your hamster you can only choose 4 actions and that's about it. After collecting all the Pieces of Hamster Cake,

you can send Hammond out in to battle, you can control his weapons and attacks and even feel the power of his Adaptive Shield. The shield works on a timer, so you need to time your weapons and attacks wisely. The shield will last for about 10 seconds before depleting and then you get an extra 10 seconds to see your hamster out of danger before it explodes.
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The team has taken to Twitter with a teaser image... of a hamster in a mech. @PlayOverwatch
@Hamst3r_Hamster Ask me about the next hero for @playoverwatch tomorrow at

@WatchOverwatch I'll be the one with the hat #HamsterHeroes Source
http://t.co/CgU5oTcZW1 Follow @Hamst3r_Hamster Some fans theorize that the hamster's

name is Hammond, @Hamst3r_Hamster Hamster? Hammond? @PlayOverwatch 's next hero
will be a hamster in a giant mech, with rolling attacks and a silly name. If you'd like to hit the
PTR to test out the Wrecking Ball character, you can do so from the official Overwatch wiki :

Their next hero will be a hamster in a giant mech, with rolling attacks and a silly name.
Unfortuately, the lack of coop play, some sort of challenge mode or extensive tutorials makes
this incredibly frustrating and mundane game a chore. The only appealing thing about it is to

see Winston in action. These were the only non-human characters in Dead Rising 2 and
they're the best. If you play this game be sure to play it with the Dead Rising 2 theme as well

because the music and aesthetic is spot on. If you want to play a fully fleshed out arcade
game that's basically 3D The Irritating Maze then spend your time and money on Hyper Light

Drifter instead. Also looking at the fruits of a hamster's labours, here's how it looks when
you're a humble mechanic. There are 14 levels, each more frustrating than the last and you're

forced to run up and down and around a non-stop background loop, collecting garbage and
avoiding traps like the plague. 5ec8ef588b
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